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To a world being compressed by humans
To all Muslims who are being silenced
To all Muslims who are being deprived
To all Muslims who are being dehumanized
To Syria, Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria…
To a world being compressed by the universe
To Muslims across the globe

ABOUT NAVIGATOR COMMUNICATION AGENCY

In the Name of Allah the most Beneficent the most Merciful
Knowledge is a fellowship in times of boredom, a companion in travelling, and a support in
loneliness, a proof of loss or gain, a weapon against enemy, and an embellishment in the sight
of friends. Propelled by the thought above, a few like minds, wishing to work on the path of
acquisition and disseminations of knowledge have chosen to navigate the path of knowledge as
far as Allah permits (Q81v 29)
Navigator Communication Agency (NCA) is a press outfit which seeks to develop the leadership
qualities of Muslim undergraduates through the systematic use of the press by developing their
writing and oratory skills. It involves learning, teaching and the publication of issues woven
around the Deen and the contemporary issues that concern the ummah. It also involves
organizing seminars, symposium and public lectures that can aid and prepare the young
Ummah for the challenges ahead.
It is expected that everyone involved in this voyage will be creative in thinking, sound in vision
and ready to make sacrifice for the sake of Allah, it is only when this is done that we can
achieve our goals with little stress.
In truism, that every road to success is always rough, we must with all our challenges with
prayer-determined mind for life is made. For champions, but challenges made the
championship, if you dodge the challenges you will miss the championship.
Abdulqudus Ojomo
Editor-in-Chief, 2016/2017.

ABOUT THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY PUBLIC LECTURE OF NAVIGATOR
COMMUNICATION AGENCY
All praises and adorations are due to none but Allah, the omnipotent, the
omnipresent and the omniscience in whose mercy and light we live. May the
peace and blessings of Allah continue to meet the soul of the noblest of mankind,
Prophet Muhammad, his household, his companions and the generality of the
believers till the day of reckoning.
It is with great joy and a deep sense of gratitude that I stand here today to
welcome you all to 10th anniversary celebration of Navigator Communication
Agency. Navigator Communication Agency is a press outfit established in 2007 by
persons of like minds who are determined to develop their writing and oratory
skills in addition to their spiritual growth. This agency has developed over the
years to what we have today, although the journey has not been without hurdles,
but we thank Almighty Allah that these hurdles are not too big to overcome.
As part of our efforts to develop our members intellectually and spiritually, we
hold fortnight meetings where we engage in various viable activities like practical
public speaking, training in the art of writing, intellectual diet, dawah, to mention
but a few. We also hold debate competitions as well as paper presentations
amongst our members every session. In this regard, I appreciate all the staff
advisers for they are always been supportive. We have had various successful
editions of the paper presentation with the last edition featuring topics on Islamic
banking in Nigeria, female genital mutilation, successful Muslim women in the
literary world and lots more.
In a bid to develop our writing skills we also have an editorial board located at
Oduduwa Lecture Theatre which serves as a platform for our members to show
the theoretical knowledge they have acquired from our meetings into practice.
This has to a very large extent assisted us in both enlightening the public through
our articles and press releases as well as in the area of members’ selfdevelopment.

This 10th year anniversary lecture is aimed at enlightening the public, especially
Muslims on the role of their ability to communicate fair-play in their efforts to call
people to Islam. Because of the delicate nature of this topic, we have invited an
erudite scholar, a communicator, an academician, the person of Prof. Taofeeq
AbdulAzeez from the Department of English and Literary Studies, University of
Abuja to do justice to the topic
Also, because we have discovered that there are various Muslims who have the
talent to write but who lack the appropriate platform to display their talent, we
organized, as part of the anniversary celebration, a poetry contest for Muslim
undergraduates on the topic “notable inventions by Muslims”, and all the
participants were appreciated while the best poets were as well rewarded.
This speech would be incomplete if I fail to appreciate those that have been the
backbone of this agency and this administration in particular. First, I would like to
appreciate our grand patron; Prof. Y.K. Yusuf for always being there when we
need him, his spiritual, financial, intellectual and moral support for the agency
cannot be underestimated. I pray to Allah to grant him long life in good health
and wealth.
I would also like to appreciate the lead founder of Navigator Communication
Agency, Dr. Abdul-Lateef Adeleke, he has left a legacy, and that legacy is what we
are enjoying today. He is so passionate about Navigator Communication Agency
(NCA) and he only wishes for the continued development of the agency. This
programme was supposed to have been held but was rescheduled, Dr. AbdulLateef was so heartbroken and he said that this semester, we cannot afford to
make mistakes. We really appreciate you sir, may Allah continue to be with you
and your family.
This Agency would have been non-existent without the support of our very
supportive and capable staff advisers in persons of Dr. Mrs. M.L. Sanni and Mrs.
A.R. Akinniyi. They have been of inestimable value to us. Anytime we are in need,
we run to them and they have never for once turned us down, in fact they are our
mothers. This programme would not have been successful without their support.

We really appreciate you and we pray that Allah to continue to guide your affairs
and that of your families.
We would also like to appreciate our guest lecturer who despite his busy schedule
was able to make it to the programme. May Allah reward you abundantly Sir.
We also appreciate our alumni who were present. The program wouldn’t have
been possible without your financial and moral support. May Allah continue to
enrich your pockets and may you reach greater heights in life.
To my ever supportive executive, you have been of great support and I wouldn’t
have been able to do it all alone, thank you for always being there. I also want to
specially appreciate the 10th anniversary planning committee led by the
Chairman, Bro. Ojomo Abdul-Qudus, your efforts toward the success of this
program is immeasurable.
Finally, I want to appreciate everyone present. Our fathers and mothers and the
entire OAU community for honouring our invitation, may Allah honours you All.
Salam Alaykum Warahmotullah Wabarakatuh.

Adekola Habib
NCA Coordinator, 2017.

ABOUT THE ANTHOLOGY
That Islam is a knowledge based faith is to say the obvious. The first Quranic
revelation was a command to read and navigate the waters of knowledge. Hence,
Muslims have not only left footprints on the soil of time, those footprints have
also pointed in the right direction – resulting in foundational inventions pivotal to
modern science and technology. Poetry is an integral part of Islam as the Quran
itself is a master literary piece from the Teacher of all teachers. Little wonder
then, that Poets in this anthology have employed various poetic devices to lead
readers in an excursion into the chronicles of contributions made by Muslims to
human development. This collection will no doubt illuminate minds, about the
progressive voyage of Muslim scholars through the thick and thin of human
history.
Dr. Abdul-Lateef Adeleke
Lecturer, Crescent University

There is a wealth of lines, and these lines visit and revisit the reader’s mind often.
In “Silence no more” Olabode Halimot displays the beauty of research, and this is
highly noted. The poet persona mentions Al Jazari, who made clock; Jabir Ibn
Hayyan, the father of chemistry; Ibn Sina, whose medical relevance is
indisputable, whose knowledge of Pharmacy in Baghdad and the world remains
significant.
Rasaq Malik,
Author, No Home in this Land

FOREWORD
Over the years, Nigerian poetry has gained a worldwide significance due to its
exploration of issues that are germane to the growth of the country and the
world. Starting with the likes of the veteran writer and activist, Wole Soyinka, and
others, Nigeria has boasted of many brillant poets whose works are both timely
and powerful. However, poetry steeped in the aura and candor of Islam has not
been given a stage to display its uniqueness to the world. In the the northern part
of the country, it is possible to have had something of that nature, but it is still not
visible enough – at least, to compete with Islamic poetry from countries like Iraq,
Syria, Agfanistan, etc.
Voyaging across the beautiful landscape(s) of insightful and illuminating poems
gathered in this short collection, I found myself enthralled in the exploration of
language by the poets. Reading through each poem as a reader and critic, one
wonders how the poets, with the similitude of the thematic preoccupation,
produced poems that reveal to one, the inventive works of islamic scholars and
knowledgeable people. In each poem, the writers unfurl the historical relevance
of some of these islamic innovators that contributed to science and technology.
To me, these poems are mirrors. They reflect the beauty of being an elemental
part of the society. They chronicle the biographies of those whose footprints
remain indelible on the sand of time. In Akinbola Khadijat’s “Ingenuity”, the poet
persona astounds the reader by presenting the beautiful works of Muslim
scholars and innovators like Abbas Ibn Firnas, who attempted the building of an
airplane that inspired Wilbur Wright; Al-Khawarizmi's, who invented algebra; Abu
Al-Kasim, who contributed immensely to modern surgery. The poet persona
writes:
...And man fled without wings:
His vertebras lost its erectness in the first flight- Abbas's
But the chains of impossibilities were broken all the same
To inspire Wilbur Wright in the making of an inanimate bird (3)
Here, the poet persona exposes the reader to the reality of Abass Ibn Firnas’s
extradorinariness for making an airplane, even when his didn’t last long. But it
inspired Wilbur Wright to make “an inanimate bird” – an airplane. In each poem
in the collection, the poets continue to brighten our minds by revealing the

historical facts about Muslim innovators and scholars. Jimoh Adekilekun’s “Years
ago” reignites our passion for the historical past. In his poem, he explores the
brillant works and humanitarian hearts of Islamic scholars like Fatimoh al-Fihiri, a
woman that ‘invented’ the first University. He writes:
She made notable invention
That the world would be forever grateful for
She invented the first university
She's a Muslim
She's Fatimoh al-Fihiri (6)
Other poems in the collection continue to exact and emphasise the legendary
works done by these Muslim innovators. Reading the poems, the reader discovers
the balance created by the poets regarding the clarity of thoughts and genuine
appreciation of these brillant minds. There is a wealth of lines, and these lines
visit and revisit the reader’s mind often. In “Silence no more” Olabode Halimot
displays the beauty of research, and this is highly noted. The poet persona
mentions Al Jazari, who made clock; Jabir Ibn Hayyan, the father of chemistry; Ibn
Sina, whose medical relevance is indisputable, whose knowledge of Pharmacy in
Baghdad and the world remains significant.
In conclusion, the poets have tried to teach us, to narrate to us stories that seem
to be lost in our hearts, or stories that never open themselves to us because we
refuse to seek them. This collection is a tour de force.
Rasaq Malik
Poet, Ibadan.
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READ THE POEMS

THE UMMAH OF INGENUITY
It was thought that the sky was meant for only birds
And man, for the ground; Everest; Olumo and the likes
Until Abbas Ibn Firnas came up with his winged apparatus.
Tread with me in a valley of ingenuity
Adorned with flowers of innovativeness and streams of candor.
Let's talk of inventions and the geniuses amongst the Ummah.
...And man fled without wings:
His vertebras lost its erectness in the first flight- Abbas's
But the chains of impossibilities were broken all the same
To inspire Wilbur Wright in the making of an inanimate bird.
With such unprecedented dexterity, 'Ibadah has only gotten easier;
The journey to the Holy Ka'abah now a journey of convenience.
Why do you boast of your feats in tech and engineering
And thereafter condemn to mediocrity our Deen?
Where would you be without our Al-Khawarizmi's algebra
I ask, Dear Elemented and Coated Engineer?
Perhaps you have not also heard in history of Abu Al-Kasim
Whose brilliant ideas have shaped modern surgery
And every man myopic may have a better sight
For optics have been revolutionised by Abu Al-Hassan.
Life has only become better and easier
As they shaped our world from manual to auto.
We have always been ahead in astronomy and science,
For we had the likes of Ibn Hazm, and Ibn Hayya.
So we shall not fail in keep this flag of flying colors flying
As the world awaits the invention of ease we have got to offer.
Hurry brethren; let's hurry in putting forth our quota.
Akinbola (K)Hadijat

TRIBUTE TO MUSLIM INVENTORS
For those who are quick to
Relegate the contributions of Muslims
In the scientific realm, this piece
Is for you as broken down in piece-meal.
In the midst of anarchy and confusion,
A book emerged from Cave Hira via
An unlettered man that changed the
Whole story.
The scripture‟s poetic and metaphorical signs,
Probes and proves sparked the brains of
Students to become scholars, scholars to
Luminaries in scientific realm after
Devouring and deciphering its content.
Haven‟t you heard of Ibn Sina? Or
Avicenna‟s Canon of medicine „Al-qanun fit-Tibb'?
A medical book used in Islamic realms and
Europe for over 500 years?
Or Al-jazari who invented the first clock,
The elephant clock and
Perhaps got his muse from Al-furqan's
Emphasis on time!
And if you ever want to weather the storm,
Just remember that Al-Biruni was the
First to discover light travels faster than sound.
Plus, let‟s not be too myopic to see
That Ibn Al-Haithaim's „qamara' experiment
Gave the „camera' its breakthrough by proving
Vision is caused by light reflection off an object
Into the eyes and not vice versa.
How can we forget Al-Kwarizmi, the first not
Only to raise numbers to powers but also introduce
Letters to mathematical problems (Algebra) from
His book: Kitab Al- jabr wal Muqabala.

Or that Jabir Ibn Hayyan was the
Chemist that invented distillation as a method
Of separating liquids through their boiling
Point differences.
Finally, let‟s get this right
That before the Wright brothers thought of
Flying, Abbas Ibn Firnas first flew a thousand
Years ago in the 9th century when he jumped
From the minaret of the Grand mosque in
Cordoba with his winged apparatus in 852 AD
Abdulrahman M. Yaman

THE INNOVATIONS OF THE CRESCENT AND STAR
The oppressor asked in mockery,
“Of what good has
your people done the world?”
How has their wakings and walkings improved us?”
I stood in doubt but for a moment,
With shoulders held high
I started to reply with glory to God, I started to recount
If I were to tell of all the inventions,
That the Muslim
Foisted in this world I shall surely run out of time
For even the clock we helped create.
Abass ibn Firhas observed birds and angels
He observed as they flew in the
skies And to transport his brothers across the world easier he
thought And he birthed the “ metal
bird” - today, aeroplanes!
Let the travelers say, “Allahu Akbar”
Intoxicating liquors have made men act foolish
And yet a stimulating drink that is
still not intoxicating
Was first brewed in Yemen to keep the servant of Allah awake
And today everyone takes the refreshing
cup of coffee
Let the thirsty say, “Allahu Akbar”
The many problems we solve with mathematics
But have you heard of the father of Algebra? He is
the scholar Al Ghazali ibn Khalidun
Who with knowledge from God
calculated and taught
Let the learned says, “Allahu Akbar”
Today we advocate all to go to school
Be it male-child,
female-child or adult Like the pioneers Fatima and Miriam

al-Firhi To the glory of God built the first university
Let thestudents say, “Allahu Akbar”
Then I tell the oppressors “Your breath smellsfresh.
You‟ve brushed this morning”
So thank Allah for through my beloved Prophet
Came the useof Meswak for oral hygeine
Let all with mouths say “Allahu Akbar”
The oppressor sitdown and pondered
And say, “I thought Islam was just backward”
“I thought allthey did was terrorism”
“But you have indeed terrorizedall with knowledge.”
This “backward” religion has really marched humanity forward
And the oppressor said“ ALLAHU AKBAR”
Maryam Lawal

YEARS AGO
When the earth was nothing more than a sphere
Devoid of the shining streak of knowledge
A devout and pious young woman
With the quest of knowledge
Close to her heart
As ordained by the sacrosanct book of knowledge - Holy Quran
Deemed it fit
To bless the community with a learning centre
The seed she planted with all generosity then
Did not only germinate
But extended its blooming tentacles
To all parts of the world
Where it overshadowed all shades of darkness therein
If not for her inquisitiveness
The world would be nowhere near what it is
We would all be striving hard
In severe darkness
Trying to find answers
To questions that are not lost
If not for her inquisitiveness
I'd be no where writing this
Or write this with inverted letters
And blurry images
She made notable invention
That the world would be forever grateful for
She invented the first university
She's a Muslim
She's Fatimoh al-Fihiri.
Jimoh Fadilulahi Adekilekun

SILENCENO MORE
Brethren, come and tell me what you know about Submissiveness
If you know not, come and listen to my tales of the sidelined phenomenon.
For silence was golden and the best answer for a fool.
But Silence No more when the split is bound to deem your silence.
Brethren! Silence No More.
Eloi is the Knower of all things: happened, happen and happening
He made his book a scientific mystery for mankind.
Which our forerunners explored effectively b'cos Islam is mercy.
We are not children of the ground b'cos with Islam Eloi has given golden
beds.
Fatima Al Fihri, our mother, opened the door for education in her native
country.
Who? I ask who then say women in Islam are not meant to be bookworms?
Al-Khwarizmi's The Book of Reasoning and Balancing gave to the universe
Algebra.
He thought we need something to structure our lives.
Al Jazari from Diyarbakir made clocks to know: when to pray and call to
prayer for good deeds is of our faith.
Silence No More.
Let's tell the tale of Jabir Ibn Hayyan, the father of chemistry.
The creator of lots that ease the lab.
We will shout the name of Abu Qasim Al Zahrawi, a surgeon which Allah gave
the knowledge of surgery.
The father of surgical implements for the usefulness of mankind.
Through Quran he learnt he who saves a soul, saves mankind and he who kills
a soul, kills mankind.
Ibn Sina got anglicised to Avicenna.
But we will tell his story because he is ours.
Being a religious scholar paved his way to be the pioneer of pharmacy.
He set the stage for pharmacy in Baghdad that went to other lands.
What of Abbas Ibn Firnas?
Broke his back because he wanted to cut way for Leornado da Vinci years
later.

Brothers and Sisters! We are silence No More.
Our pandemic ignorance is the guard on our faces that can't make us tell of
our glories.
Our endemic poverty rides on and kills the nerves that wants to say.
Say of the benefits of Islam.
Say of the the bliss it has brought.
Say of the silences that have waned.
For we are Silence No More
Olabode Halimat

WE (MUSLIMS) INVENTED $ BENEFIT, YOU ONLY BENEFIT
Before years are counted
When century holds the water at its depth
Ancients were dumb and deaf of the echoes of the earth
But the clock roared
And aids the journey of a thousand miles.
Thanks to Allah for the gifted gift to Al-jazari
Before Algebra came to reality
Mathematicians look at the sky to count the stars
Knowingly, they know not
For the reason of borrowing one; to have easy divisions
Was graced by Al-kwarizmi.
We have doctors, we have nurses
We have patients, we have drugs
We have stethoscopes, we have X-ray machines
Thanks Allah for the wisdom
Dashed to Abul Qasim khalaf.
Education is the best legacy,
Words are vehicle of thoughts
We learn and keep learning
As we suck from the pool of knowledge,
Opened to the pious woman; Fatima al-fihri
At the backyard of Egypt dominion
You created banks, you born interest
That suck the breast of the poor and its ashes
Sukuk, old new invention, is flying ahead
To burn the interest rate;
Deserting the homes of Europeans, Africans, Asians-both the rich and the
poor.
Where are the modern geographers?
When the north was unknown
The east, west and south denied their existence
Thanks to Allah; for given us Muhammad Al-idris
That drew the first ancient world map.

Yet, you caricature those invaluable inventions
Bastardizing our intellectuals for yours
Have you forgotten,
What you don't have
You can't invent,
Prolly, you benefit.
Taofeek Onafowokan

INVENTION
Pay me in truth
Feed me no lies
Don't sweeten them the words
I know my fate
Pay me in truth
Let me sit you and ask
Mobile phone
Apple I pad
Are these great inventions?
Or are they bad?
Facebook
Whatapp
Instagram
Twitter
They take all our time
I refuse to give up
There are not taking mine
Then there's face time
Available to see
Whoever you love
But they won't glance me
People like sheep go on line
Not realising
Just how much golden time
That they have wasted
Nothing gained
Many have been bullied
Many brought to shame
There's a lack of privacy
Lack of respect
Being projected
We therefore must protect
Ourselves preservation

Dignity pride
Or you may just find
Your washed up
With the tide
Sure I'm not alone in
thinking
Life was a slower Pace
Before Internet intervention
And mobile phone took their place
Sodiq Lawal

GROWING LIKE X (AFTER MALCOM X)
Today we travel to a city of memory,
We need to see life beyond now
and by then, we know how it is to grow as X.
If a race of different skin say they are Y
and they teach violence in schools
or how to cut the skin of another for meat,
What would you have done as an X?
To me say story that you will read in seclusion,
Learn to accept their skin even when they fear yours
and go through rounds to keep them save.
To me say story that this gives you strength,
To stand for bowls of food for other skins like you
and those who differ but fear to speak,
To bring justice even if it's the colour of yours
so that you live close to the scholars of the past in Janah,
To read wide searching for one type of knowledge,
That which brings solemnity to mankind
so that you live close to the scholars of past like X.
Say today we travel to city of memory,
One that remains dear to the heart of man
Adegoke Adeola
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